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Building Approvals
Extending a Downward Trend


Building approvals fell 3.2% in May, the second consecutive monthly fall after a 5.6% drop in
April. The fall over May was worse than markets had anticipated. However, further weakness in
building approvals is not too surprising given the slowdown in house prices and lending. It was
only a matter of time before weaker housing conditions extended to building activity.



Approvals are now 17.7% down from their August 2016 peak, although they are 3.1% higher
than a year ago. Approvals have remained at above average levels, but are likely to weaken
further as housing conditions continue to soften.



Unusually, it was approvals of private sector houses drove the decline. In May, private sector
house approvals fell 8.6% in May. Private sector “other” dwellings, which includes apartments
and tends to be the more volatile category, rose 4.3% in May.



Queensland led the decline in approvals in May (-26.7%). Among other States and territories,
there was weakness in NSW (-1.2%) and Western Australia (-0.6%). Approvals increased
modestly in Victoria (0.3%) and Tasmania (1.8%). Meanwhile, South Australian building
approvals jumped 35.9%.



A downward trend in approvals is extending. A number of indicators on housing, including
house prices, auction clearance rates and lending are pointing to further weakness in housing
conditions, and suggest weakness in approvals and residential construction over coming
months.
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Building approvals fell 3.2% in May, the second consecutive monthly fall after a 5.6% drop in April.
The fall over May was worse than markets had anticipated. However, further weakness in building
approvals is not too surprising given the slowdown in house prices and lending. It was only a
matter of time before weaker housing conditions extended to building activity.
Approvals are now 17.7% down from their August 2016 peak, although they are 3.1% higher than
a year ago. Approvals have remained at above average levels, but are likely to weaken further as
housing conditions continue to soften.
Unusually, it was approvals of private sector houses drove the decline. In May, private sector
house approvals fell 8.6% in May. In annual terms, approvals of private sector houses fell 1.2% in
the year, the first annual decline in a year. Private sector “other” dwellings which includes
apartments and would normally tend to be the more volatile category, rose 4.3% in May and was
9.1% higher in the year.
By State
Queensland led the decline in approvals in May (-26.7%). Among other States and territories,
there was weakness in NSW (-1.2%) and Western Australia (-0.6%). Approvals increased modestly
in Victoria (0.3%) and Tasmania (1.8%). Meanwhile, South Australian building approvals jumped
35.9%.
Building approvals were higher over the year to May in NSW (11.6%), Victoria (18.6%) and to a
lesser extent in South Australia (5.5%) and Tasmania (4.1%). In Queensland (-26.3%), and Western
Australia (-6.3%) approvals declined in annual terms.
In trend terms, approvals in the ACT were 9.5% higher in the year to May, while approvals in the
Northern Territory fell 4.8% over the same period.
Outlook
Approvals remain at above average levels suggesting that residential construction will remain
elevated over the coming 12 to 18 months. Nonetheless, a downward trend in approvals is
extending. A number of indicators on housing, including house prices, auction clearance rates and
lending are pointing to further weakness in housing conditions, and suggests further weakness in
approvals and residential construction over coming months.
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The Detail
The information contained in this report (“the Information”) is provided for, and is only to be used by, persons in Australia. The information may not
comply with the laws of another jurisdiction. The Information is general in nature and does not take into account the particular investment objectives
or financial situation of any potential reader. It does not constitute, and should not be relied on as, financial or investment advice or
recommendations (expressed or implied) and is not an invitation to take up securities or other financial products or services. No decision should be
made on the basis of the Information without first seeking expert financial advice. For persons with whom Bank of Melbourne has a contract to supply
Information, the supply of the Information is made under that contract and Bank of Melbourne’s agreed terms of supply apply. Bank of Melbourne
does not represent or guarantee that the Information is accurate or free from errors or omissions and Bank of Melbourne disclaims any duty of care in
relation to the Information and liability for any reliance on investment decisions made using the Information. The Information is subject to change.
Terms, conditions and any fees apply to Bank of Melbourne products and details are available. Bank of Melbourne or its officers, agents or employees
(including persons involved in preparation of the Information) may have financial interests in the markets discussed in the Information. Bank of
Melbourne owns copyright in the information unless otherwise indicated. The Information should not be reproduced, distributed, linked or
transmitted without the written consent of Bank of Melbourne.

Any unauthorized use or dissemination is prohibited. Neither Bank of Melbourne- A Division of Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141
AFSL 233714 ACL 233714, nor any of Westpac’s subsidiaries or affiliates shall be liable for the message if altered, changed or falsified.
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